AMI Global Logistics completes a cooperation agreement with Ahlers India.
Acquisition boosts portfolio to offer even greater value to customers of both companies.
Antwerp, 23 March 2021
AMI Global Logistics and Ahlers agreed to transfer the activities from Ahlers India effective March 23,
2021, to AMI Global Logistics. The acquisition of the Ahlers India business unit will help AMI Global
Logistics boost its footprint in India and enhances its service portfolio.
The leadership position of AMI Global in the India-Africa cargo logistics is further strengthened with
this acquisition. The cooperation agreement also greatly adds to AMI Global’s service capabilities with
deeper reach, inland cargo, and special logistics in the African continent.
It’s a great match, as both companies focus on creating innovative and value-adding solutions for their
customers. Agility and innovation are key to survival in a fast-paced logistics environment.
“AMI Global Logistics recently completed its 25 years in business and Ahlers comes with a legacy of
110 years, so this is a proud moment for all of us. Our cooperation agreement reflects a deep culture
match, customer focus, and significant expertise that is coming together. It’s a game-changing synergy
that will positively impact all our customers, people, and the ecosystem that we now serve together.”
says Mr. Dinesh Lal, Chairman, AMI Global Logistics.
“Ahlers is pleased about this cooperation agreement with AMI Global Logistics. We are convinced that
our business activities out of India will thrive well under the management of AMI Global and that our
customers will receive the best possible support” says Samar Kalgaonkar, General Manager, Ahlers
India.
“Ahlers has launched a transformation journey in the past two years with a commitment to
strengthening its approach to new business development, widen its warehouse footprint in Russia and
CIS and improve the company’s operational performance and productivity through increased focus on
our core services and markets”, adds Stefan Van Doorslaer, CEO of the Ahlers Group.

About the companies
Ahlers https://www.ahlers.com/en/about-us
For more than 110 years Ahlers has been helping clients all over the world. Active in 3 regions (Europe, CIS, Asia), we
provide state-of-the-art logistics and tailor-made solutions. Our specific services are Supply Chain Solutions,
Warehousing, Project and Machinery Logistics, Secured Transportation of High value and/or Theft Sensitive Goods,
Trade Facilitation and After-Sales Services, Supply Chain Data Analytics.
AMI Global Logistics Pvt. Ltd. http://amilogistics.com/ami-about/
AMI Global Logistics is an emerging leader in logistic solutions and evolved as a dynamic MTO operator over the last
two decades. Incorporated in 1995, it already carved a niche for itself in freight forwarding, total logistics,
and complete end-to-end Logistic Solutions. It provides the best workplace to the employees, with the best of
resources, global clientele, and focuses on quality service. It is embarked on the mission to be a top-ranking company
in India.

